Extricity iForms™ is a component of Extricity B2B™, our
XML based software platform that provides an open,
standards-based solution that allows diverse information
systems and businesses to work together more effectively
by automating and synchronizing the flow of information
and execution of processes. iForms provides a browser-based
interface into the Extricity Alliance Manager™ public process
for rapid prototyping and validation of both process and
business objects.

Why iForms?

For the customer who needs to be up and running in a matter of days, iForms provides an ideal way to
quickly prototype an Alliance Manager public process without having to implement private processes or
adapters to internal applications. iForms also enables partners with Extricity Partner Kit™ to be “brought
up-to-speed” quickly. They can participate in processes you have established in this same easy fashion
when the process is distributed to them. Their system will automatically generate all the processes and
forms necessary for them to participate. And iForms is not only for testing and prototyping. Where the
volume is small and does not warrant integration into the internal applications, iForms can continue to be
used independently or in conjunction with integrated processes.

iForms Solutions.

iForms provides a solution for rapid browser-based interaction with Alliance Manager processes with
no programming or hand-coding of HTML pages. It has the following important features:
Rapid Deployment: iForms works “out of the box” with a complete framework for interacting with
the Extricity Alliance Manager. Supporting forms and processes are automatically generated based on
the steps defined in the public process and the XML Business Object.
Rich Functionality: A customer using iForms has the ability to participate in running Alliance
Manager processes, initiate processes, stop processes and audit processes. An iForms user also has
involvement in the process distribution procedure and can move a process from test mode to
production mode.
Manageability: iForms is an integrated component of Extricity Alliance Manager and is therefore
under its control. This provides high reliability and audit visibility equivalent to other methods
of integration.
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iForms in Detail.

Business object displayed on the Web page

As depicted in the diagram, Extricity iForms are
HTML forms that are automatically generated based on your public process topography and your
business object definitions. The forms enable browser-based interaction with the Alliance Manager
process without your having to write any code or HTML.
When you invoke the iForms functionality, the Extricity Alliance Manager will automatically generate
a private process and associated iForms for each undefined node in your public process. Once the forms
are generated, you're ready to bring your process on-line-immediately. After testing the process using
iForms, you can build on or replace the iForms implementations of your private processes with fully
automated implementations as it suits your schedule, and without impacting your trading partners. For
some processes that are either low volume or that require human interaction, you may choose to keep
the iForms implementation permanently.

iForms Interface.

The iForms interface is robust and full-featured, yet easy enough to use without formal training.
The interface is divided into four main screens, each one focused on a specific task. Predefined menu
buttons along the left side of the screen allow easy navigation through the four sections of the site:
The Inbox is where you will see all the documents that have been sent to you. Documents can be
for viewing only or viewing and responding. If a response is required, data can be carried across
from the outbound document to the inbound to eliminate re-keying.
The Start Page allows you to initiate a process.You will automatically be presented with a form
to fill out to create the document. The form validates the contents, to be sure that all required
fields are filled in, then presents the data for confirmation before sending it off to the Alliance
Manager process.
The Audit Page allows you to see the status of all running processes, cancel a process that is
currently running, and view logs for all previously run processes. The logs contain the full content
of each document that was passed between Alliance Manager and the iForms application, and you
can search the logs by key field.
The Administration Page is where you participate in process deployment by moving a process
from test mode into production mode. Once a process is in production mode, as an option, it can
still be started in test mode.

Generating and Deploying iForms.

iForms can be used at both your site and at the site of your partners using Extricity’s Partner Kit. Partners
using iForms can choose to generate the forms manually or have Alliance Manager automatically
generate the forms for them every time a new public process is distributed to them.
If they choose the automatic install option, then they will always have all the appropriate forms for the
processes in which they participate. The diagrams below show how the automatic installation option
simplifies deployment of processes to partners.
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The Bottom Line.
Extricity iForms enables rapid prototyping and deployment of the Alliance Manager processes by
providing an automatically generated, easy-to-use and fully functional browser-based interface into the
process. iForms can be automatically deployed to partners with no action required on their part whenever
a new process or a new version of an existing process is distributed. In addition, iForms provides a simple
way to migrate from using iForms to participate in the process to a more automated solution.

To Learn More About Extricity.
Extricity is a leading provider of B2B software products that allow companies to manage the internal and
external sharing of information and the execution of interactions among software applications and
business partners over the Internet. To find out more about Extricity’s B2B software platform and
components such as iForms, call us today at 800-497-6883 or visit our Web site at www.extricity.com.
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